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Get your kids into the Scriptures with this One Year Bible that gives them portions of Scripture to

read each day. This repackage of the One Year Bible for Kids starts with Genesis 1, ends with

Revelation 22, and includes key chapters of the Bible in 365 daily bite-size portions that kids can

read in just a few minutes. This revised edition includes a puzzle and a challenge each month to

cheer kids on toward the goal of reading through the Bible in a year. Great for kids ages 8-12.
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I just recently finished my own one year challenge reading the Bible & was looking for a simpler

version to read with my 10 yr. old when I found this book. I was especially wondering how they

would present some of the heavy-duty topics found in the Old Testament. This book does a

wonderful job (so far) of focusing on the important messages without getting bogged down in all the

stuff that would turn off a kid. To be sure, it doesn't have every chapter and verse, but it has the

basics and is written in a style that is short, to the point, and in such a way that it keeps the attention

of the reader and leaves them wondering "what will happen next?". Each reading is prefaced with

an introduction and also a short summary to review the lesson of the reading.We read this together

each night & talk about the lesson of the reading and how it might apply to something my child has



experienced. His words probably say it best: "finally, church stuff that I can understand"!

We love this Bible. My kids have been faithfully staying on top of their BIble reading, for the most

part. When they get a little behind, they can easily catch up because of the short readings. The

devotions are very nicely done! They give a little food for thought, without adding anything to God's

Word or talking about weird spirituality. They are more like thoughtful questions or comments that

draw out the passage a bit. This Bible includes a LOT of Scripture but leaves out the things you

wouldn't necessarily want your kids reading about.

From the description, it was not obvious that this was an incomplete chronological Bible. I thought it

was just broken up into daily readings. This is OK but for this reading level I would have rather

bought an ICB or NLT version that is complete.

We read this every day. According to instructions, start the date you start reading so we always

know what page we're on. Every kid should read the bible and this one is easy and informative. I

like how they make it kid friendly and yet add the true wording for the adults to reference. Very good

book.

We've had this bible for two years and we continue to read it every morning as we begin our school

day. Unlike standard devotion books, we are reading more bible and less "stories". We take turns

reading the bible verses and mom finishes up with the explanation at the end. It has been the

beginning of many great conversations and it keeps us accountable with the dated pages. We

currently own three copies and I'm buying two more -- one for dad and one for the six year old.

I am an adult and I love this book. It's a very easy read. I have tried reading the 365 bible and never

make through the whole year. This book is so interesting, I have to force myself to put it down and

not read ahead to the next day. I recently started going to church regularly and learning just how

powerful the love of God is. I know the title says for kids, but it's an awesome book for adults of any

age group and a great way to get through the bible. You read something from every book in the

bible from Genesis to Revelations. It's written in the new living translations version, so it's written in

a language that's very easy to understand and follow. There's no pictures, but there's a different

passage from the bible at the end of every day's read. It's really like reading a continuous story and

each day you pick up where you left off. A very interesting book, it really is. I have learned so much



about God's word. All in all, this is a great book for anybody who wants to read the entire bible. I

highly recommend it.

We love how this bible is laid out. It divides it up into bite size pieces that is perfect for little children

and then takes those bite size bits and relates it back to Jesus (throughout the Old Testament). This

is a fantastic resource for introducing little ones to the Bible and Jesus. We are very glad we found

it.

This is the third Bible with a reading plan I have selected for my daughter and I finally got it right!!

This Bible is broken down by date so she can pick up her Bible on November 15th and know what

she is meant to read. If she misses a few days or a week she can go back and work the extra days

in or skip them until she has more time. It is great!!!She has a special notebook where she writes

down the challenge question and date then does the reading and then answers the question. She

uses the comments at the bottom of each reading to reinforce her answer/interpretation is inline with

what the reading was meant to portray. It helps her feel accomplished and involved in her own

study.This is the Bible if you have an eight year old who loves to read and interact with her books!!!
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